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Kinetics of plasma flowing around two stationary dust grains

S. V. Vladimirov,* S. A. Maiorov,† and N. F. Cramer
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The characteristics of plasma particle kinetics in the presence of ions flowing around two stationary dust
grains aligned in the direction of the flow are studied using a three-dimensional molecular dynamics simulation
code. The dynamics of plasma electrons and ions as well as the charging process of the dust grain are simulated
self-consistently. Distributions of electron and ion number densities, and the electrostatic plasma potential are
obtained for various intergrain distances, including those much less, of the order of, and more than the plasma
electron Debye length.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fundamental question of importance for the und
standing of processes involving the formation and evolut
of various self-organized structures such as colloidal crys
@1# and other formations like dust clouds, dust voids, e
@2–6# in a complex ‘‘dusty’’ plasma, is the interaction of du
grains with themselves and the surrounding plasma. Sinc
a typical laboratory discharge dust particles are negativ
charged and usually levitate in the sheath or presheath re
under the balance of gravitational, electrostatic,~due to the
sheath electric field! and plasma~such as the ion drag!
forces, these interactions involve collective processes ass
ated with the flowing plasma. The ion flow, providing a d
rect dragging influence~supporting, in particular, the forma
tion of dust voids @3,4#!, is also responsible for the
generation of associated collective plasma processes su
the formation of the plasma wake@7–13#. The latter can
strongly modify the interactions of dust grains betwe
themselves and with the plasma, in particular, supportin
Cooper-pairing-like attraction of grains of the same sign
the charge@7,14#. The complete problem of plasma dynami
around a macroscopic body in the presence of plasma fl
is highly nonlinear and therefore its numerical analysis is
major importance. Various numerical methods can be e
ployed to solve the problem. Among them, direct integrat
of the equations of motions of plasma particles represen
numerical experiment with significance approaching exp
ments in the laboratory.

The problem of plasma kinetics in the presence of a m
roscopic body is also connected to the charging of the bo
For a typical situation of a low-temperature laboratory du
plasma, the macroparticle charge appears as a resu
charging plasma currents onto the particle surface@15#. Sev-
eral models of particle charging were developed, the or
limited theory~OLM! being the basic one@16#. Also, a num-
ber of experiments@17–21# have been performed t
elucidate the character of the charge of an isolated part
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most of experimental techniques are complicated, requir
special measurement procedures and, on the other han
not always give the precise results. Moreover, it is especi
difficult to determine the particle charges fortwo particles,
especially in the sheath region in the presence of the
flow. In this case, theab initio numerical simulation, being
one of the most complete model description, can prov
very important information on the character of the plas
kinetics and particles’ charging.

The modeling of the plasma response to the presenc
colloidal dust particles in the presence of plasma flows
usually performed by particle-in-cell methods@22,23#. The
first report on the self-consistent three-dimensional mole
lar dynamics simulation@24# of plasma kinetics around on
stationary dust grain demonstrated strong ion focusing, w
the ion density in the focus exceeding the ion density in
flow by a factor of 5–6. Thus, the charging of the seco
dust grain located behind the first one, will be strongly
fected by this~highly nonlinear! effect. On the other hand
the plasma dynamics around and behind the second ma
scopic body is a function of its charge and, therefore, the
self-consistent simulation of such an arrangement sho
necessarily take into account the charging of the second
particle in the wake of the first one. It is natural to expect th
the charge of this second particle will, therefore, differ fro
the charge of the first particle. Here, we note that the ani
ropy of the forces appearing, e.g., in two-dimensional cha
is important for the proper modeling of processes in th
structures levitating in the flow@25,26#, also, the ion charge
accumulated behind dust grains, associated with the pla
wake, can also drive some instabilities in the dust cha
@27#; on the other hand, the analytical modeling can har
provide the relevant number because of the high nonlinea
of the processes involved.

Here, we present the results of a self-consistent molec
dynamics~MD! three-dimensional simulation of the kinetic
of plasma electrons and ions around two aligned~in the di-
rection of the flow! dust grains, taking into account the du
charging and the supersonic ion flow. We present the sim
lated distributions of plasma electron and ion densities
well as of the plasma potential. The charges of the grains
calculated self-consistently, and their values for different d
tances between the grains are presented.
ral
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II. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

The details of the technique used for the numerical in
gration of the equations of multiparticle dynamics are d
scribed in @24,28#. The numerical method used involve
simulation of the time evolution of the fully ionized (Zi
51, i.e., the ions are single charged! plasma consisting ofNi
positively ~ions! and Ne negatively~electrons! charged par-
ticles confined in a simulation box 0,x,Lx , 0,y
,Ly , 0,z,Lz , together with two macroscopic absorbin
grains~dust particles!, each of radiusR50.5 mm, with infi-
nite masses and initial~negative! charges Q1,25Zd1,2e,
wheree is the electron charge. The details are given in Ta
I.

Although in the computational model the electron mas
assumed to be 100me , see Table I, we note that when sim
lating the charging process, we effectively take into acco
the real electron/ion mass ratio by renormalizing the elect
current and therefore the absorbed charge in the proces
the electron-dust charging collision, so that the charge
pearing on the grain corresponds to its value for the r
electron/ion mass ratio, see for details@24#. In the simula-
tion, the ion number density was calculated by averag
within the spherical layer around the macroparticle. The
sults for an isolated particle in the presence as well as in
absence of the ion flow demonstrate good agreement with
analytical OLM results@24#.

The ions are introduced in the system at the planex50
as a uniform flow in thex direction with the Mach numbe
M5V0 /Vs(V0.0) and the temperatureTi , where
Vs5(Te /mi)

1/2 is the speed of the collisionless sound wav
Te is the temperature of plasma electrons~all temperatures
are in energy units, i.e., Boltzmann’s constant is unity!, and
mi is the ion mass; atx5Lx the ions are removed from th
system. The walls bounding the simulation region are ela
for electrons; for ions, they are elastic in they andz direc-
tions, i.e., aty5(0,Ly) andz5(0,Lz). This means that elec
trons are specularly reflected from the walls in all directio
on the other hand, since the ions are moving in thex direc-
tion, for them the specular reflection condition applies in
y andz directions.

The total number of electrons and total number of ions
the system is fixed; it is chosen on the basis of test sim
tion runs to satisfy the given number densities and to m
sure that the system is neutral as a time average. In the p
of the ion absorbed by the dust grains~or at the back wall of
the simulation box!, a new one is introduced at a rando

TABLE I. The intial values for the dust grain and plasma p
ticles. mp51842me is the proton mass,me59.1131028 g is the
electron mass, ande54.8310210 statcoul is the~absolute! elec-
tron charge~wheren/a denotes data not applicable!.

Macroparticles Ions Electrons

Charge 1250e 2e e
Mass ` 4mp 100me

Number 1 5000 2500
Temperature n/a 0.025 eV 1 eV
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point on the front wall with the chosen velocity distributio
function ~the latter is assumed to be shifted Maxwellian!.
The dust grains are placed atx5x05Lx/4 and x5x01D,
such thatD is the distance between the grains, with the oth
coordinates beingy5y05Ly/2 and z5z05Lz/2; thus, the
grains are aligned in the direction parallel to the ion flow

The initial distributions of the coordinates of plasma ele
trons and ions is chosen to be homogeneous within the si
lation box, the initial velocity distributions correspond
Maxwellian for electrons and shifted Maxwellian for ions
infinity. Depending on the distance to the colloidal particle
the distributions are distorted because of the interacti
with the macroparticles. Thus, the initial distributions do n
include finite ion orbits which can strongly affect the kinet
characteristics under certain circumstances@29#.

The trajectories of the plasma electrons and ions are
termined through numerical integration of the equations
motion

d2r k

dt2
5

Fk

mk
, ~1!

whereFk5(1
11Ni1Nefkl and the Coulomb force is given b

fkl5qkqlr kl /ur klu3. For the Coulomb force at very small dis
tances, we used the corresponding expression for fi
~small! size mutually penetrating spheres@28#.

The equations of motion are solved by the Runge-Ku
method of the fourth order with an automatically chosen ti
step. For the characteristic lengths, we have~for most calcu-
lations unless otherwise specified! Lx/25Ly5Lz520hx with
the spacinghx52hy52hz50.5375mm. For the given val-
ues, the characteristic lengths in the plasma are: elec
Debye length lDe55.256mm and ion Debye length
r Di50.831mm. The ion number density isni5231012

cm23, and hence the ion Debye length in term of the avera
ion-ion distancer Dini

1/351.06; the number of ions in the ion
Debye sphere is'5. Note than since the ions are superson
their energy exceedsTe and they are really weakly coupled
For electrons, we haver Dene

1/355.25 that corresponds to

TABLE II. The charges on the dust grains depending on
distance between them.

DistanceD ChargeQ1 ChargeQ2

0.06Lx50.25lDe 1390 840
0.10Lx50.41lDe 1420 860
0.15Lx50.62lDe 1390 840
0.20Lx50.82lDe 1430 1010
0.25Lx51.03lDe 1470 1040
0.35Lx51.45lDe 1500 1080
0.40Lx51.64lDe 1410 1020
0.50Lx52.05lDe 1480 1130
0.60Lx52.46lDe 1450 1230
0.65Lx52.67lDe 1430 1180
1.00Lx54.10lDe 1460 1200

` 1450 n/a
7-2
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KINETICS OF PLASMA FLOWING AROUND TWO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 016407 ~2003!
more than 500 electrons in the electron Debye sphere,
we can consider the system as an ideal plasma. Finally,
electron and ion number densities are chosen to be hi
than those in real experiments for numerical reasons~to de-
crease the plasma Debye length!.

The total simulated time of the physical processes is
31029 s, which should be compared with the inverse i
plasma frequencytpi51/vpi53.431029 s. The time step of
the numerical simulation is 4310212 s which is not only
much less than the inverse ion plasma frequency, but is
much less than the electron plasma frequencytpe51/vpe
58310210 s. The speed of the ion flow corresponds to t
Mach numberM52. The Landau length for scattering of th
ions on the dust particle by the anglep/2 is r L

[Zde2/miV0
2 , for our parametersr L'0.5 mm ~for the di-

mensionless chargeZd51400).

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Table II demonstrates the dependence of the charges
cumulated on the dust grains as functions of the interg
distance. We see that when the particles are very clos
each other, their charges are influenced by the presenc
the other particle. This influence is especially strong for

FIG. 1. Surface plot of the normalized ion density, showing i
focusing, for three different separationsD between two dust grains
The plot is presented in the greyscale topograph style; regionA
correspond to the normalized~to the unperturbed ion densityni0)
ion densities below 1, and regionsB correspond to the normalize
ion densities above 1. The distances are given in the units of
total length of the simulation box in the direction of the ion flo
Lx'4.1lDe used in the calculation; the physical distance cor
sponding to the electron Debye lengthlDe is also presented.
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second~i.e., downstream! particle; its charge is significantly
~typically, 40%! less than the charge of an isolated partic
~see the last line of the table!. As soon as the distance be
tween the particles is increased, the second charge exhib
noticeable increase; it is interesting to note that the fi
charge is increased, too, although by a lesser value. We
see that when the interparticle separation exceeds the
tron Debye length (D51.03lDe21.45lDe), the increase of
the charge of the first-particle stops, on the other hand,
increase of the charge accumulated on the second par
located downstream continues to grow until the distance

e

-

FIG. 2. Contour plot of the plasma potential for five differe
distances between two dust grains. The plot is presented in
greyscale topograph style. Note that the potential well~regionB) is
formed behind the dust grain and starts to form between the gr
when the separation exceeds the electron Debye length.

FIG. 3. Surface plot of the plasma potential for two differe
velocities distances between the dust grains~much less than the
electron Debye length and more than the electron Debye leng!.
The potential well due to the wake is formed on the distance of
order of the electron Debye length behind the grain~s!.
7-3
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ceeds two electron Debye lengths (D52.46lDe). We can
attribute this phenomenon to the fact that the ion wake of
first particle is spreading at distances significantly exceed
the electron Debye length, on the other hand, the influenc
the second~i.e., downstream! particle on the charge of th
first one in the simplest approximation is limited to distanc
of the order of the electron Debye length. Note that ot
charge variations express fluctuations always present in
particle charges as well as the plasma parameters, see
@23#. Another interesting phenomenon is that the charge
the second particle, at the considered distances~up to D
54.1lDe), is always less than the charge of the first partic
thus confirming the long-range influence of the ion wake

To compare the results for two particles with the case
an isolated particle, we present in the last line of Table II
result of the special simulation run for the charge of the fi
particle when the second particle is removed from the sys
(D5`). The particle charge in this case (Q51450e) coin-
cides with other numerical MD@24# as well as particle-in-
cell ~PIC! @23# simulations, moreover, this result also agre
to the model OLM calculation for a particle levitating in th
sheath region in the presence of the ion flow@30#.

FIG. 4. The distribution of the normalized ion density parallel
the ion flow, for four lines:y55.4hy ~solid curve, corresponds to
the middle of the simulation box iny direction!, y55.7hy ~dashed
curve, corresponds to the distance of 0.06lDe from the middle of
the simulation box iny direction!, y56.4hy ~dotted curve, corre-
sponds to the distance of 0.20lDe from the middle of the simulation
box in y direction!, andy57.8hy ~dash-dotted curve, corresponds
the distance of 0.46lDe from the middle of the simulation box iny
direction!. Five different distances between two dust grains are p
sented as well as the distance corresponding to the electron D
length in the directionx parallel to the ion flow.
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In Fig. 1, we present surface plots of the ion densityni
normalized toni05Ni /LxLyLz , for three different distances
between the charged colloidal particles: the first one@Fig.
1~a!# corresponds to the short distance ofD50.25lDe , the
second one@Fig. 1~b!# is of the order of the electron Deby
length: D50.82lDe , and the third one@Fig. 1~c!# corre-
sponds to the relatively large distance exceeding the elec
Debye length:D52.7lDe . For better visualization, parts o
the simulation volume whereni /ni0,1 andni /ni0.1, re-
spectively, are presented in the~greyscale! topograph style,
i.e., partA is for ni /ni0,1 and part B is forni /ni0.1, so
that the change from lower~with respect toni0) to higher
densities is clearly seen. A strong ion focus is formed at
distance of a fraction of the electron Debye length behind
first dust grain; depending on the position of the seco
grain, the wake maximums are either combined, see
1~a!, or clearly separated, see Fig. 1~c!.

Figure 2 gives the contour plot of the plasma potential~in
V! for five different distances between the grains:~a! corre-
sponds to a short distance which is much less than the e
tron Debye length,D50.25lDe , ~b! is for the increased dis
tance D50.82lDe , ~c! is for D51.43lDe , ~d! is for D

-
ye

FIG. 5. The distribution of the normalized electron density p
allel to the ion flow, for four lines:y55.4hy ~solid curve, corre-
sponds to the middle of the simulation box iny direction!, y
55.7hy ~dashed curve, corresponds to the distance of 0.06lDe from
the middle of the simulation box iny direction!, y56.4hy ~dotted
curve, corresponds to the distance of 0.20lDe from the middle of
the simulation box iny direction!, andy57.8hy ~dash-dotted curve,
corresponds to the distance of 0.46lDe from the middle of the simu-
lation box iny direction!. Five different distances between two du
grains are presented as well as the distance corresponding t
electron Debye length in the directionx parallel to the ion flow.
7-4
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52.1lDe , and ~e! is for a distance relatively large with re
spect to the electron Debye lengthD52.7lDe . We see that
for short distances@Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#, the wake is practi-
cally corresponding to that of one combined particle; on
other hand, for distances of the order of, Fig. 2~d!, or more
than, Fig. 2~e!, the electron Debye length, the formation
quasiwake features can be seen after the first grain, i.e.
fore the second one. The characteristic distance for the
gion of the attractive potential to appear in thex direction is
of the order of the electron Debye length, thus, coincid
with the linear theory@7#. The three-dimensional surface pl
of the plasma potential is presented in Fig. 3, for two d
tances:~a! is for a distance which is much less than t
electron Debye lengthD50.25lDe @see also Fig. 2~a!#, and
~b! is for a distance which is more than the electron Deb
lengthD52.7lDe @see also Fig. 2~e!#.

FIG. 6. The distribution of the normalized ion density perpe
dicular to the ion flow, for four lines:x50 ~solid curve, corre-
sponds to the left wall of the simulation box inx direction and to the
distance 1.05lDe before the center of the first grain, i.e., in th
upstream direction!, x58.1hx ~dashed curve, corresponds to th
distance of 0.5lDe after the center of the first grain, i.e., in th
downstream direction!, x516.1hx ~dotted curve, corresponds to th
distance of 2.05lDe after the center of the first grain, i.e., in th
downstream direction!, and x519.4hx ~dash-dotted curve, corre
sponds to the distance of 2.66lDe after the center of the first grain
i.e., in the downstream direction!. Five different distances betwee
two dust grains are presented as well as the distance correspo
to the electron Debye length in the directiony perpendicular to the
ion flow.
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In Fig. 4, we present the cross sections of the normali
ion density in the direction parallel to the ion flow. For bett
visualizing of the scale, we also plot the grain size~circle!.
Five different distances between the grains are presented~a!
D50.25lDe , ~b! D50.41lDe , ~c! D50.82lDe , ~d!
1.64lDe , and~e! D52.45lDe . Note that here, we have pre
sented more cases for distances less than and of the ord
the electron Debye length. We plot four curves correspo
ing to z5Lz/2 and: ~1! y55.4hy5Ly/2 ~solid curve!. This
line is parallel tox and is in the middle of the simulation bo
in y direction, and it crosses the centers of the grains;~2! y
55.7hy ~dashed curve!. This line is at the distance 0.06lDe
from the centers of the grains in the direction perpendicu
to the flow (y); ~3! y56.4hy ~dotted curve!. This line is at
the distance 0.20lDe from the centers of the grains in th
direction perpendicular to the flow (y); and ~4! y57.8hy
~dash-dotted curve!. This line is at the distance 0.46lDe from
the centers of the grains in the direction perpendicular to
flow (y). We see that the major maximums of the ion de

-

ing

FIG. 7. The distribution of the normalized electron density p
pendicular to the ion flow, for four lines:x50 ~solid curve, corre-
sponds to the left wall of the simulation box inx direction and to the
distance 1.05lDe before the center of the first grain, i.e., in th
upstream direction!, x58.1hx ~dashed curve, corresponds to th
distance of 0.5lDe after the center of the first grain, i.e., in th
downstream direction!, x516.1hx ~dotted curve, corresponds to th
distance of 2.05lDe after the center of the first grain, i.e., in th
downstream direction!, and x519.4hx ~dash-dotted curve, corre
sponds to the distance of 2.66lDe after the center of the first grain
i.e., in the downstream direction!. Compare with Fig. 6.
7-5
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sities in the wake are typically formed at distances of a fr
tion of the electron Debye length. Figure 5 presents the c
sections of the electron density normalized tone0
5Ne /LxLyLz , in the direction parallel to the ion flow. Othe
parameters and curves are the same as in Fig. 4. Here, w
that the electron screening length corresponds to the elec
Debye length; also, distortions of the electron density app
behind the grains at a distance of the order of the elec
Debye length due to the plasma wake formation, as sho
also by the plasma potential in Figs. 2 and 3.

Finally, Figs. 6 and 7 present the cross sections of
normalized ion~Fig. 6! and electron~Fig. 7! densities in the
direction perpendicular to the ion flow; the distances
tween the grains are the same as in Figs. 4 and 5,~a!–~e!,
and four curves are presented (z5Lz/2): ~1! x50 ~solid
curve!. This line corresponds to the left wall of the simul
tion box ~where the ion flow is introduced in the system!,
and it is at the distance 1.05lDe from the center of the firs
grain in the upstream~with respect to the ion flow! direction;
~2! x58.1hx ~dashed curve!. This line is at the distance
0.5lDe from the center of the first grain in the directio
downstream with respect to the ion flow;~3! x516.1hx ~dot-
ted curve!. This line is at the distance 2.05lDe from the
center of the first grain in the direction downstream w
respect to the ion flow; and finally,~4! x519.4hx ~dash-
dotted curve!. This line is at the distance 2.66lDe from the
center of the first grain in the direction downstream w
respect to the ion flow.
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IV. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we have self-consistently simulated fro
first principles by MD calculations the plasma kineti
around two charged macroscopic bodies~dust grains! in the
presence of an ion flow~and therefore involving strong ion
focusing behind the grains!. We have demonstrated that th
ion wake strongly influences the charge of the second g
located downstream with respect to the first particle. T
influence is especially strong for intergrain distances sm
compared to the electron Debye length. It is interesting t
there is also an influence of the downstream particle on
charge of the particle located upstream; this influence, h
ever, is limited to distances of the order of the electron D
bye length, in agreement with the Debye approximation. T
charge of the second particle, for the distances conside
~up to four electron Debye lengths!, is always less than the
charge of the first particle, and this is attributed to the lon
range influence of the plasma wake. The simulated plas
electron and ion densities as well as their cross sections
vide details of the corresponding distributions within a
outside the wake.
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